the journal of musicology 478 opposition of good and evil, Judaeo-Christian tradition and its Eastern enemies-ensures that we understand Dalila's wiles as typical of women from her region. 1 Scholars and critics describing how exoticism functions in Samson et Dalila have largely ignored these and other remarkable moments of exotic musical portrayal in the work. Instead, they have focused on the few numbers that are frankly exotic in style. Most often discussed is the big ballet in the last act, the Bacchanale of the Philistines, whose pounding syncopated rhythms and obsessive augmented seconds allude to the Arab music that Saint-Saëns grew to know during winter vacations in North Africa. 2 The blinkered scholarly response to this thoroughly exoticist opera is typical more generally. Musical exoticism has long been defined in a narrow way: as the incorporation of foreign (or at least strange-sounding) style elements. The present article urges, instead, that musical exoticism be defined broadly, as the process by which exotic places and peoples are represented in musical works. It begins by looking at definitions of musical exoticism from several important scholars with different interests and backgrounds (Thomas Betzwieser, Jonathan Bellman, Jean-Pierre Bartoli), and then contrasting those with a definition of my own that is more comprehensive and more adequate to the wide range of exotic portrayals per musica.
For polemical and practical purposes, the approach (for studying musical exoticism) that one normally encounters in the scholarly and critical literature is here called the "Exotic Style Only" Paradigm, and the proposed new approach is called (not quite elegantly, I admit) the "All the Music in Full Context" Paradigm. The new, broader paradigm contains the prevailing one and much more besides. 3 Although the locke "Exotic Style Only" Paradigm remains immensely valuable, especially for many instrumental works, it cannot fully cope with an extended programmatic instrumental work (as we shall briefly see below, with regard to Rimsky-Korsakov's Sheherazade).
Nor can the "Exotic Style Only" Paradigm deal well (as we have briefly seen) with many dramatic works of exoticist intent. The present article concludes by looking at significant excerpts from four such works: a dramatic oratorio by Handel and one opera apiece by Rameau, Bizet, and Puccini. More specifically, it looks at certain passages from each work that portray an exotic people, individual, or situation. Yet because these passages do not employ exotic-sounding music (indeed, no passage in the Handel oratorio does), they have been neglected in the literature on musical exoticism, and the implications of their exotic portrayal have gone largely unexplored.
Exoticism with and without Exotic Style
The word "exoticism" relates, etymologically, to places or settings "away from" some vantage point considered normative, most often that of the observer him-or herself. Like so many "-isms" (idealism, Romanticism), exoticism can be broadly encompassing and relatively abstract: an ideology, a diverse collection of attitudes and prejudices, an intellectual tendency.
Or it can be broad yet concrete: a cultural trend with rich and varied manifestations. In literature and the visual arts, for example, exoticism is generally sought and found in a work's subject matter and in the evident attitudes and aesthetic aims of the work's creator-but not necessarily in his or her style. Art historians, for example, note that early to mid nineteenth-century French Orientalist paintings rely primarily on standard up-to-date Western techniques, such as the modeling of threedimensional form through perspective, color, and shadow. Delacroix painted hundreds of Middle Eastern scenes yet found the art of the region flat and uninvolving. 4 (Non-Western techniques would prove locke This paradigm is rooted, whether explicitly or implicitly, in definitions of musical exoticism that are narrowly based on style. The best currently circulating definitions, including those in Jonathan Bellman's introduction to the collection The Exotic in Western Music and in Thomas Betzwieser's "Exotismus" article in Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, take as a given that exoticism resides in an attempt at evokingwhether accurately or not-the local music. For Bellman, exoticism consists of "the borrowing or use of . . . characteristic and easily recognized musical gestures from the alien culture." 10 Betzwieser, in the MGG article, states that "exoticism, as it manifests itself in regard to music, can be observed . . . in the use of 'exotic' musical material." 11 These short quotations already suggest a point of disagreement. Must exotic materials come directly or indirectly "from the alien culture," as Bellman states? That is, have they been borrowed? 12 Or are we talking about " 'exotic' musical material," as Betzwieser states, with the crucial word in scare quotes?
The disagreement is more apparent than real. Elsewhere in his introductory essay, Bellman makes clear that the relationship to any actual music of the country or region in question is, at times, slender or nonexistent.
"Musical exoticism" . . . may be defined as the borrowing or use of musical materials that evoke distant locales or alien frames of reference. . . . Musical exoticism is a matter of compositional craft, of making the notes do something different from what they usually do. 13 instances from an extensive and varied repertoire, in Michael V. Pisani, "Exotic Sounds in the Native Land: Portrayals of North American Indians" (Ph.D. diss., Eastman School of Music, Univ. of Rochester, 1996), 90-100 and 116-19. Pisani condenses this lexicon into seven categories in his " 'I'm an Indian Too'," in The Exotic in Western Music, ed. Jonathan Bellman (Boston: Northeastern Univ. Press, 1998), 218-57 and 343-37 (esp. 229-31). I attempt a more comprehensive list of exotic-style categories (some of which are themselves potentially enormous, e.g. "unusual scales and modes") in my forthcoming book 12 Borrowed or, in the more politicized language of recent cultural criticism, "appropriated." See note 40 below and Georgina Born and David Hesmondhalgh, "Introduction: On Difference, Representation, and Appropriation in Music," in Western Music and Its Others: Difference, Representation, and Appropriation in Music, ed. Born and Hesmondhalgh (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 2000), 1-58. 13 Bellman, "Introduction," ix.
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Bellman's wording-"different from what [the notes] usually do"-allows that a composer may distort the stylistic norms of his or her own musical tradition (until they sound "different") or may even invent a startling style feature outright. The music theorist Jean-Pierre Bartoli has recently made this point more emphatically with reference to the language of semiotics:
In the artistic domain, one designates by the word "exoticism" a combination of procedures that evoke cultural and geographical Otherness [altérité ] . . .
[by] use of meaning-units [unités significatives] that seem . . . borrowed from a foreign artistic language. 14 Bartoli's wording-"meaning-units that seem borrowed"-allows for the possibility that the meaning-units are borrowed, but it does not by any means require that they be so. They may be, again, contorted versions of prevailing practices (within the "home" musical style) or pure inventions.
The Exotic-Style Paradigm often proves enlightening. Especially in purely instrumental works, certain readily identifiable devices-e.g. drones, "primitive" harmonies, unusual modes (various HungarianGypsy scales, distinctive pentatonic options, and so on), and acceptedas-characteristic tunes, rhythms, and instrumental sonorities-make up the essential toolkit with which, for centuries now, many composers have created exotic effects. 15 Much-studied examples include Mozart's aforementioned "Rondo alla turca" and gamelan-influenced works by Debussy, such as "Pagodes." 16 Procedures amenable to analysis within the Exotic-Style Paradigm occur also in many operas set in some real or half-imagined "Elsewhere." They are frequent in such scene-setting numbers as choruses, ballets, and ceremonial processions, where, for example, the more or 14 Jean-Pierre Bartoli, "Propositions pour une définition de l'exotisme musical et pour l'application en musique de la notion d'isotopie sémantique," Musurgia 7, no. 2 (2000): 65. 15 These materials are thus often foreign-sounding in the broadest sense. Mary Hunter sagely points out that exotic pieces often offer not an echo of the materials used (or reportedly used) in the given foreign music but rather a "translation" (her word) of the impression that Westerners had of that music (as will be discussed further below less authentic Chinese melodies in Puccini's Turandot tend to appear. 17 One of the ablest early handlers of the technique was Gluck, in several ballets and French operas written for Vienna or (later) for Paris. 18 Another was, of course, Mozart. In Die Entführung aus dem Serail (1782), Mozart based certain numbers for Osmin and for the chorus on socalled "Turkish" musical style features that he knew would be recognized with delight by, and found humorous by, the "Viennese gentlemen" (his phrase) who would be in the audience. 19 I propose a much broader view of musical exoticism, one that incorporates the Exotic-Style Paradigm but allows for many other musical passages-ones that do not differ from the prevailing musical language of the day-to be considered as contributing to portrayal of an exotic Other. They do so because they are presented in a plainly exoticizing context, such as-in the case of an opera-plot, sung words, sets, and costumes. 20 This "All the Music in Full Context" Paradigm (or Full-Context Paradigm, for short) does not take as the defining (necessary-andsufficient) component the borrowing or imitating of local style; indeed, it accepts that an exoticist work need not display stylistic oddity at all. This freedom from stylistic constraints follows logically from my more comprehensive definition:
Musical exoticism is the process of evoking in or through musicwhether the latter is "exotic-sounding" or not-a place, people, or social milieu that is not entirely imaginary and that differs profoundly from the "home" country or culture in attitudes, customs, and morals. More precisely, it is the process of evoking a place (people, social 20 The broader paradigm herein proposed is modeled in part on studies of the interacting elements in opera (e.g. the "multivalent" approach advocated in various ways by Pierluigi Petrobelli, Harold Powers, James Webster, Carolyn Abbate, and Roger Parker), in German Lieder (as explored by, notably, Ann Clark Fehn, Rufus Hallmark, and Jürgen Thym), and in film, music video, and advertising (respectively, Claudia Gorbman, Carol Vernallis, and Nicholas Cook). milieu) that is perceived as different from home by the people making and receiving the exoticist cultural product. 21 The place, I should add, differs from home in outward aspect. Under the surface, as we shall see, the exotic locale may be perceived as, in some ways, familiar.
I do not disparage the "Exotic Style Only" Paradigm-the one that follows from such definitions as those of Bellman, Betzwieser, and Bartoli. Quite the contrary, I eagerly incorporate it into the "All the Music in Full Context" Paradigm as one set of options. I even note, with some disgruntlement, that important discoveries made within the confines of the Exotic-Style Paradigm and aired in specialist scholarly studies have not yet found their way into the more general music-historical literature (such as encyclopedias and broad survey books). Examples include certain observations by Miriam Whaples and Thomas Betzwieser about specific types of "exotic" marches (and certain recurring "Turkish" and "Janissary" tunes) in the 17th and 18th centuries, and Donald Mitchell's argument that Mahler's use of heterophony in Das Lied von der Erde may derive from some familiarity with Guido Adler's descriptions of heterophonic techniques in Chinese and other non-European musics. 22 Furthermore, new studies consistent with the Exotic-Style Paradigm are reaching publication all the time, though often, again, for a relatively limited readership. 23 locke I do not mean to imply, because of the names that I have given the two paradigms, that the narrower one (Exotic-Style) inherently excludes consideration of "context." Certain studies of exotic-style works and passages have taken the important step of bringing non-musical elements, and also historical-cultural contexts, prominently into discussion. (For reasons of space, these studies cannot be discussed here.) 24 Still, the primary trend among scholars and critics using the Exotic-Style Paradigm has been to treat style traits as relatively self-contained "markers" of Otherness and to give limited consideration, if any, to how the composer's and listener's perception of style was or is affected by factors outside the notes. This tendency echoes certain broadly formalistic trends within mid and late 20th-century musicology as a whole (notably an emphasis on "the music itself ")-trends that, in turn, bear comparison to such roughly contemporary trends in the study of literature as "New Criticism." 25 the journal of musicology
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The Special Case of Programmatic Instrumental Works I have stressed that the Exotic-Style Paradigm is particularly well suited to instrumental works of frankly exotic intent. But it proves inadequate when such a work is not written entirely in exotic style. An interesting case is Rimsky-Korsakov's symphonic suite Sheherazade. One might at first think of Sheherazade as exotic through and through. After all, it is frankly based on tales from the Thousand and One Nights (or Arabian Nights). 26 It also employs various stylistic devices that were recognizable markers of Middle Easternness at the time (and, for many listeners, remain so today). In particular, the recurring violin solowhich, by all accounts, represents Sheherazade herself-begins with a memorable stepwise-descending minor-mode melody, in which each main note alternates with its upper neighbor in triplets (e.g., 5 4-5-4 3-4-3 2-3-2 1), resulting in the very kind of decorative, curvaceous line that in writings about this and other works was (and still is) often described as "arabesque." 27 (One current program note, echoing certain descriptions of women in the Nights, calls this melody for the female protagonist "willowy.") 28 But a look at the score of Sheherazade quickly reveals passages that are not marked musically as Middle Eastern. These passages, too, help to retell certain Arab legends and sketch certain scenes deemed "typical" of the region: Sinbad's ship roving the sea, a tender episode between a young prince and princess, and the bustling activity at an outdoor market. We know that the recurring theme that opens the piece (in 26 In the score, Rimsky-Korsakov himself provided a paragraph-long program and movement titles. He later distanced himself from these (though to little avail). Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, My Musical Life, trans. Judah A. Joffe from the fifth Russian edition (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1942), 292-24. 27 "Arabesque" is a standard Western term for a curvaceous line or shape in Middle Eastern visual art. In Western art music, correspondingly, it often refers to a curvaceous melody or countermelody that is particularly supple and decorative. In addition, it also can mean-for German writers on aesthetics, for Schumann, often for Debussy-an artistic manifestation of pure, purposeless delight. See locke unharmonized unisons) represents Sultan Shahriar thanks to the composer's plot summary published at the head of the score and because the theme is stern and threatening, though not notably exotic in style. 29 Likewise, in the work's second seascape-the section of movement 4 in which "the Ship Breaks against a Cliff That Is Surmounted by a Bronze Horseman"-the rising sequences, rapid scales upward and down, and unsettled harmonies are much like those used in musical sea-storms that occur in other climes (e.g. along the Norwegian coast in Wagner's Der fliegende Holländer ). 30 Yet concert-hall audiences and CD listeners perceive Rimsky-Korsakov's brief but violent sea scene as part of an exotic narrative, i.e. as one in a string of Arabian Nights tales. 31 They do so because they hear it in the context of the composer's plot summary, the colorful titles of the four movements, and the many sections of the work that do sound "Middle Eastern."
Exoticism in Musicodramatic Works
But it is operas and other dramatic works that demand-or, put another way, that reveal most fully the interpretive power of-the "All the Music in Full Context" Paradigm. Musicodramatic works operate very differently than do purely instrumental pieces. In dramatic oratorios, the music is heard within the frame of plot and sung words. In opera, the music is heard against an even more extensive array of nonmusical elements: plot and sung words, again, as well as costumes, sets, stage 29 Some might argue that the sultan's theme is not entirely normative, given that it outlines a descending whole-tone fragment. Furthermore, its statement in bare unison might be construed as reflecting the well known "lack of harmony" in non-European music. To these objections, one might reply that whole-tone fragments were becoming a normative option in self-consciously advanced musical style (in Liszt as well as in much Russian music) and that stentorian unharmonized openings had been used non-exotically by many previous composers (e.g. Haydn, Symphony no. 104; Beethoven, Symphony No. 5; Liszt, Piano Concerto No. 1). 30 The episode in question occurs near the beginning of the Tale of the Third Dervish. The Black Mountain is magnetic; it thus draws the nails out of the planks of any ship that comes near, causing the ship to fall apart. Atop movement, and dance. Despite the resulting wide range of representational possibilities in musicodramatic works, however, existing studies of exotic operas and oratorios tend to focus on those few scenes or passages that strike listeners as sounding non-Western and that thereby fit the "Exotic Style Only" Paradigm.
In Madama Butterfly, for example, scholars have identified many passages that make use of pentatonic modes or even of entire Japanese tunes (which Puccini had gathered for the purpose from books and other sources). 32 By contrast, scholars have tended to overlook numerous passages in that work that-though making no use of pentatonic mode, distinctive instrumental sounds, or any other devices that could be taken as markers of Japan-nonetheless help portray certain features of "the Japanese," such as Cio-Cio-San's delicacy, credulity, and submissiveness. 33 A more drastic result of the dominant Exotic-Style Paradigm is that studies of exoticism in opera and other dramatic genres-notably those of Whaples, Betzwieser, and Timothy D. Taylor-have tended to leave unmentioned the many Baroque-era operas and dramatic oratorios that focus on a despicable Eastern tyrant (or have explicitly excluded those works at the outset), simply because they rarely if ever invoke exotic styles. 34 34 Whaples, in her dissertation, had set out (as she later put it) to "investigate the influence . . . of descriptions and quotations of all non-European musics in the available travel literature on composers of exotic stage works before 1800" ("Early Exoticism Revisited," 4). Betzwieser's definition in MGG allows only three conditions that might permit a work to be considered exotic: if it uses native instruments (or presumably ones similar to them or standing for them); if it uses native music (or music odd enough to be understood as standing for it); or if it stages various foreign "rites" ("Exotismus," cols. 226-27). The same entrance criteria guide the selection of works discussed in his important book Exotismus (as he indicates on 16-17). My definition, by contrast, allows a work to be described as substantively exotic in intent and effect if the foreign characters, their customs, and the actions of this or that individual are portrayed in ways that differ notably from the ways in which Westerners are most often-I am not saying always-portrayed in the same genre. In a sense, I am expanding Betzwieser's third category (foreign ceremonies or rituals) to include all of human life, activity, and behavior in the portrayed location. Most recently Timothy D. Taylor explains that he omits Handel operas and oratorios from discussion because they do not rely upon "musical signs signifying nonwestern Others." Taylor frankly states that "it is not until the second half of the eighteenth century that operatic plots from the Islamic cultural region find significant [grösseres] interest. . . . Metastasio treats no Islamic subject matter." 35 Such a brief formulation gives, no doubt inadvertently, the erroneous impression that few if any important works from before 1750 were situated in "the Islamic cultural region." Yet two of Handel's notable successes, Rinaldo and Tamerlano-1711 and 1724, respectively-take place in, respectively, Ottoman-controlled Palestine (near Jerusalem) and Mongol-controlled Byzantium, and several major characters in both works are Muslim. 36 Another opera scholar (Gilles de Van) pushes the date of onset even later, stating that "the great age of exoticism in the operatic domain" began in the early 19th century, when locations became more geographically specific through theatrical and musical couleur locale and when the characters were as a result "marked by their place of origin." 37 That last phrase gives the unfortunate impression that in 17th-and 18th-century operas and dramatic oratorios, non-Europeans were not presented and characterized as in any way different-neither the numerous Eastern monarchs (kings and queens of Babylonia, Persia, and India), nor the occasional but prominent East Asian courtiers (as in Metastasio's important libretto L'eroe cinese, 1752). 38 38 On Metastasio's oft-set drama of Alexander and the wildly emotional king of India (Porus), see the end of the present article. Kii-Ming Lo, even more explicitly than de Van, rules out all early operas set in the ancient Middle East as constituting portrayals of non-Europeans: "Die Präsenz außereuropäischer Länder in der europäischen Operngeschichte beginnt mit der Darstellung der Entdeckung und Conquista Lateinamerikas." The first such example that Lo therefore considers relevant (even though there had been many previous operas involving Turks, ancient Persians, and so on) is the 1690 (190) . Surely, though, the Chinese setting affected the ways that audiences of the day responded to the of New World peoples (notably Montezuma, a central character in operas by such prominent composers as Purcell, Vivaldi, and Graun) also frequently appear in dramatic works. 39 To be sure, something very different and special does begin to occur after around 1750, first with the spread of the alla turca style, and then, in the course of the 19th century, with the ever-increasing awareness of Scottish music, Hungarian-Gypsy music, and the musical traditions of regions yet more distant, including India, China, Southeast Asia, Japan, sub-Saharan Africa, and North America (especially its African-American and its Native-American strands). Exoticism thus begins to overlap with a distinct process that would become increasingly important in the 20th century (and beyond), namely musical interchanges between "the West" and "the rest." For such a process of interchange, social scientists have devised various intentionally nonjudgmental (value-free) terms, including "transculturation." 40 I stress unusual happenings in both works. In L'eroe cinese, for example, a Chinese imperial minister switches the emperor's baby son with his own to allow the former to avoid being killed and to ensure that, in time, the boy would grow to inherit the throne. 40 Cultural anthropologists (and hence many ethnomusicologists) helpfully explain cultural identity as being fashioned through negotiation and creative appropriation. Particularly relevant for the types of exoticist works discussed in the present article are the concepts of cultural exchange/transfer, hybridity (see n. 41), musical process (vs. musical product), colonial encounter, reciprocity (as proposed by Bronislaw Malinowski), and transculturation (as proposed by Fernando Ortiz, with specific regard to ethnically blended musical practices in Cuba). Shay Loya specifically contrasts the "transculturation model" and the "appropriation" model, preferring the former as being more mutual and nuanced, less politically prescriptive ("The Verbunkos Idiom," 111-40). that musical transculturation and musical exoticism overlap but are not identical. 41 Exoticism-as the "All the Music in Full Context" Paradigm permits us to see-has often existed in the absence of transcultural influences, and even in the absence of any attempt at making the music sound "strange."
A more comprehensive sense of how music can portray an exotic place, people, or individual has been glimpsed in insightful studies of one or several works. Mary Hunter, for example, has pointed out that the violent and irrational aspects of the (largely invented) alla turca style represent the impression of incoherence that Westerners attributed to Turkish music (rather than representing the sounds of that music themselves) and also symbolize the (perceived) violent and unpredictable behaviors of the region's inhabitants. 42 The Full-Context Para digm happily calls upon such studies and makes explicit their ramifications.
The Full-Context Paradigm is, as I said, especially valuable in theater works and oratorio, where exotic musical codes are only one kind of tool available to a composer seeking to carry out an exoticized scene or drama. A moment's thought should make it obvious that an opera (or dramatic oratorio) set in an exotic locale may engage almost any stylistic and formal resource-musical, verbal, visual, choreographicin order to portray a variety of accepted exotic types. These types include the vicious warlord, his ignorant male followers, the conveyer of ancient Eastern wisdom, the seductive female, as well as-the latter's near-opposite-the sensitive woman who suffers from (what is portrayed as) the ingrained misogyny of the society in question. 43 Similarly, such a work may use a wide range of musical and other materials to construct situations or moods (menacing, deserted, entrancing, mystical, innocently idyllic, and so on) that were understood at the time as characteristic of the place or people. The "All the Music in Full Context" 41 There is an immense literature on present-day musical transculturation or hybridity (moving from the West to the rest, and from metropolitan centers to rural and former colonized areas, but also the reverse), and on the related question of cultural identity through the making and consumption of music. See 42 Hunter, "The Alla Turca Style," 50-52. Hunter draws attention (71-73) to a very different exotic musicodramatic portrayal using (as in the Rameau and Handel cases below) non-exotic-sounding music. In the harem women's trio in Haydn's L'incontro improvviso, she notes, the exquisite sensual, overlapping vocal lines convey the three harem women's sexual yearning and availability. 43 See my "Reflections on Orientalism in Opera and Musical Theater," Opera Quarterly 10, no. 1 (1993): 48-64.
Paradigm, unlike the currently prevailing one, has the freedom to consider any and all resources that assist in these various portrayals.
How this operates will not surprise scholars who deal with opera or film music (or, indeed, song), since it is simply a special case of the more general ways that music functions in dramatic and other overtly representational and/or narrative genres. 44 The words and visual elements in an opera, oratorio, or film place the character or group in a given Elsewhere. Often, the music marks the character or group indelibly as "barbarous," "seductive," "wise," or whatever. The audience melds the two discrete messages into an indissoluble whole. "This unfamiliar Elsewhere [ Japan, North Africa, etc.]," they sense, "is a place of barbarity" (or seduction, wisdom, or other qualities). Music in these dramatic genres thus helps "characterize" (to use a term standard in much criticism of opera and art song), just as it often does when the representation involves madness, supernatural creatures, women, or other conditions, groups, or individuals that have long been viewed as Other, i.e. as departing in some basic way from the heroic, masculine norm.
This much seems reasonable, indeed obvious. I would like to push the argument even further. The music in certain exoticist works or passages may not be closely reflective of the exotic people's quality or characteristics (as defined by the words and dramatic action). Rather, these instances offer good, effective, even (by some lights) great music that registers as compatible with-in other words, it does not conspicuously contradict-the quality or mood defined by those words and actions. The composer puts into gear all the usual ways and means of compositional excellence-melodic and harmonic coherence, subtle variation in phrase structure, orchestration that is delicate or impressive, and so on-to keep us listening, watching, and (as I mentioned at the outset, with regard to Dalila) feeling involved.
An extreme instance might be the melismatic vocal writing in certain 18th-and early 19th-century works that are set in this or that Elsewhere. If we were to examine such a passage of fioritura in isolation, on the page, we might be tempted to term it a purely musical device and to describe it as a horizontal play of pitches and rhythms, enlivened perhaps by the thrill and risk of live performance but not indicating 44 Although the present article focuses entirely on "high-art" genres, I should point out that exotic portrayals in popular song often avoid using stylistic markers in the music, yet the music there, too, serves as an effective, even delightful vehicle for conveying words that use intensely stereotypical, even noxious ethnic images. Various songs about an individual from a distant land (piccola cinese, petit nègre, and so on) are found in two amazing anthologies of once-beloved recordings from before World anything more specific. We might even have trouble differentiating it, in purely technical terms, from florid passages in certain sonatas for melody instrument and keyboard (or continuo). Within an aria in an opera or dramatic oratorio, though, such singing is more productively regarded as a generic emblem of feeling (and/or of physical movement) that takes on the coloration of the words and dramatic situation into which it is placed. One and the same melismatic passage may tell as vengeful in one context and as desirous or determined in another. 45 "Illogical!": such is the usual objection of those who insist that art must consist of a line-up of one-to-one semiotic indicators that need no context to do their work. But audiences regularly experience this kind of "illogical," context-dependent artistic truth in the opera house, concert hall (for oratorio), and movie theater. 46 In the remainder of the present article, I would like to show how the "All the Music in Full Context" Paradigm can help illuminate four exoticist works that are strikingly diverse in message and means. In each case, we will pay attention to the words, the dramatic action, and a wide range of musical devices, whether the latter lie within or outside the traditional lexicon of "exotic" musical topoi. We thereby enrich our understanding of how diversely, powerfully, sometimes disturbingly the exoticizing process can function in genres that combine music with dramatic representation. In particular, I will draw attention to instances in which musical elements that are inherently locale-neutral acquire exoticist implications by being placed in the context of exotically 45 A high-energy melisma tends not to be used for a text of tenderness, lament, or despair. In Baroque works-as also in Mozart, and in primo ottocento opera-a general distinction prevails between more-energetic and less-energetic types of melisma.
46 Arthur Schopenhauer, for one, experienced it, and recorded his astute reaction. Coloratura and other highly patterned vocal lines, he argues, can embody the intensity of a feeling rather than its content (which is specified by the words): "The inexhaustibleness of possible melodies corresponds to the inexhaustibleness of nature [ Noske's view presumes that a naive character never experiences passionate emotion or at least never displays it. But surely vocal display often serves as an emblem of a character's inner feelings (here being shared with us, as if telepathically), whether or not he or she reveals them to other characters in the opera.
pointed words and drama. (For purely practical reasons, I do not give equal attention to decisions about sets, costumes, stage movement, and dance in the present article. 47 Further factors that might be considered include a given performance-or, in opera, a given production-and the different cultural and musical expectations that listeners may bring to an exotic work, or indeed to any work.)
Two of the four examples are from the Baroque era and include extended portrayals of, respectively, a 16th-century Incan tyrant and an ancient Babylonian one. As I noted earlier, existing studies of musical exoticism-such as those by Whaples, Betzwieser, and Taylorpointedly exclude from consideration the hundreds of examples of tragédie lyrique, opera seria, and other Baroque genres-works by Lully, Handel, and others-that center on, or involve as major characters, Eastern or New World tyrants. The standard rationale for such exclusion is that the music in no way sounds non-European or even simply unusual. 48 This hobbles any just appreciation of how the West portrayed the East (and the New World) in important musical genres during those crucial centuries and decades before Mozart. I therefore begin my examples with two clear, if strikingly disparate, instances from the High Baroque.
Rameau's Anticolonialist Agitator
The Peruvian act or entrée from Rameau's Les Indes galantes is a glaring example. Sylvie Bouissou (editor of the collected edition of Rameau's works) calls the first section of this entrée "weak," unlike the middle section (the Incas' Festival of the Sun, with its several remarkable instrumental movements, two of which have distinctly exotic or at least ancient-"weird" features) and the final one (built around the astonishing orchestral rendition of a volcano erupting). 49 But that first 47 On the crucial impact of decisions about locale for the visual side of opera (sets, costumes), see Mercedes Viale Ferrero, " 'Come su ali invisibili': viaggiatori immaginari tra provincie e capitali," in Nazionalismo e cosmopolitismo nell'opera fra '800 e '900: atti del 3. 48 See note 34. 49 "créer progressivement une tension et un intérêt, au risque de commencer faiblement l'acte pour le finir comme un coup de fouet" (Sylvie Bouissou, "Les Indes section-though containing no traits of interest to the Exotic-Style Paradigm-is crucial to the portrayal of the central character, the Incan high priest Huascar. In it, he tries to manipulate the Incan maiden Phani, claiming that Heaven ordains that she marry him. Several phases in the drama of this section are revealing of Huascar and the oppressive non-Western social structure that he represents. In Example 1, Huascar sings a short aria that-as Cuthbert Girdlestone puts it in his book on Rameau-conveys the Incan tyrant's "blustering and domineering character." Through short scalar fragments and largish leaps, and of course through the words, Huascar tells Phani that "we"-in other words, she -must obey the will of heaven sans balancer (i.e. without taking a moment to think for herself). 50 The quasi-imitative texture of this aria seems also to symbolize-in this context-the very act of blind obedience that Huascar is demanding of Phani. At times Huascar "obeys" the strings, at times they echo him, and this somewhat mechanical procedure feels, in the context of his rhetorical onslaught, coercive. 51 Huascar here shows himself to be an unworthy ruler, abusing his religious authority for purely personal gain. Phani now responds to Huascar's aria in a way that demonstrates either her intuitive grasp of Enlightenment rationality or the healthy influence of her Spanish soldier-boyfriend Carlos. (We heard Carlos conversing with her surreptitiously at the beginning of the entrée.) Phani states coolly-her music here is relatively unruffled-that people who speak as if they know the will of the gods are often guilty of "imposture." Huascar parries with even more emphatic claims and with excitable, angular melody: "What a heinous insult to the gods and to me!" (Pour les Dieux et pour moi, quelle coupable injure!). The librettist Fuzelier, in his preface to the libretto, worded Phani's accusation more bluntly: "imposture hidden under the sacred cloak of religion." Fuzelier thereby made as clear as he could, without risking censorship (or worse) from church and government, that Huascar-though presented within the drama as a "pagan sacrificer" (Fuzelier's term)-could also be read as standing for anyone in a religious hierarchy who abuses Divine authority for selfish ends. 53 In the final phase of this exchange (Ex. 54 This passage is a little ambiguous in the translation of the William Christie recording. Huascar says "our tyrants" but means "those men who exert tyranny over us." Compare Huascar's phrase "nos vainqueurs" (see n. 56) and also, for another use of tyran, the spot in the first entrée, scene 3, in which Emilie reports to her beloved husband, whom shipwreck has brought to the same Turkish palace, that they are not free to reunite because the sultan has taken a liking to her: "Mon tyran m'aime," i.e., the man in this country who lords it over me desires to bed me. HUASCAR C'est l'or qu'avec empressement, Sans jamais s'assouvir, ces barbares dévorent. L'or qui de nos autels ne fait que l'ornement Est le seul Dieu que nos tyrans adorent.
HUASCAR
It is gold that these barbarians devour eagerly, without ever being sated.
The gold that is but ornament of our altars is the only God that these men who tyrannize us adore.
I find Huascar's castigating words utterly remarkable. The Spanish conquerors (he accuses) are barbarians, motivated, not by belief in one
Re-dou-tez le Dieu qui les gui -re! qui di -tes -vous! Ré -vé -rez leur puisexample 2. Rameau, Les Indes galantes, scene 3, "C'est l'or qu'avec empressement": musico-rhetorical devices in Huascar's anticolonialist tirade
God and in salvation through Christ (as they claim), but by greed. Phani had used the powerful word barbares minutes before when warning Carlos that the Incas were violent and might do him harm if he tried to have her flee with him. Now Huascar applies the same word to the supposedly civilized Europeans. 55 Not by chance, Rameau places it (or, rather, its first syllable) on the baritone's eloquent high F. He then brings Huascar's prosecuting statement to a forceful close with what is, within the context of Rameauian recitative, a rhetorically emphatic cadence: two successive falling fifths in the voice part (8 4 5 1), over a strong linear bass ascent (3 4 5) ending in a perfect authentic cadence ("PAC" in Ex. 2). All of these details help portray Huascar as an aggrieved, untiring, and-at least at this point-increasingly persuasive representative of a colonized non-European people, an agitator against the oppressor. 56
The nobility of Huascar's stance, however, is corrupted by his "furious love" (as he puts it) for a young woman with no political power. 57 Huascar eventually rolls a boulder into a volcano, thereby setting it into eruption. (He plans to scare Phani into running to safety with him.) Enlightenment writers would have not hesitated to call this an act of "terror" typical of despotic governments. 56 He describes the Spaniards (to Phani) as "nos vainqueurs inhumains" and complains, in the first of his grand invocations to the [God of the] Sun, that "they have destroyed Your lofty refuges [on a détruit tes superbes asiles]"; I take this as a castigation by the Incan leader of the Spaniards' destruction of his people's native temples. Phani had already indicated (to Carlos) that the Spanish had driven the Incas off much of their own land: "Sur ces monts, leurs derniers asiles, / La fête du Soleil va les rassembler tous."
57 Indeed, in that same "aside," Huascar admits that unleashing the volcano is a "barbarous procedure" (or trick) that will devastate his people's lands and lives ("un barbare artifice, qui de flamme et de sang inondera ces lieux"). to their fear of Divine retribution. Furthermore, he is strikingly juxtaposed with the rational man of science (Carlos), who explains the workings of nature to Phani in order to empower her and unmask Huascar.
Before the cataclysm begins, Carlos appears and reveals to Phani Huascar's heinous act. Phani, her eyes now open, rejects Huascar one last time. The evildoer now recognizes-in accordance with the standard Enlightenment plot of "the tyrant corrected"-that he has betrayed the ethical injunctions of his own religion. Or, as Enlightenment thinkers might have said, the ethical injunctions of all religion, all proper philosophy. Catherine Cole notes a likely endotic message that is yet more specific than the one noted earlier regarding Huascar's claim to know the gods' will. Huascar's manipulative use of his scientific knowledge, Cole points out, "perfectly illustrates the Enlightenment stereotype of a corrupt priest (within any religion), a clergyman who manipulates his people by abusing their credulous 'superstition' concerning the natural environment." 59 Thanks to Carlos's scientific savvy, the natives and the Spaniards run clear of the cascading lava, while the orchestra plays an extended passage that is heard, in context, as rumbling and dangerously surging (not as Incan). Huascar sacrifices himself under the molten flow, thereby restoring, it is implied, the social order. One final time in this entrée, the portrayal of the doings, and undoing, of a mostly nefariousbut also briefly admirable-exotic leader has been deepened and intensified by music that the "Exotic Style Only" Paradigm cannot encompass but the "All the Music in Full Context" Paradigm can.
Handel's Semi-Comic Eastern Tyrant
Les Indes galantes was set in the recent past. More often, Baroque-era portrayals of the non-European Other were set many centuries back, or even a millennium or two. But, as one historian of Arabic literature, Peter Bachmann, has argued, this does not mean that the portrayals did not also echo contemporary attitudes toward non-Europeans. here presented (in accordance with longstanding church doctrine) as forerunners of Christianity. 61 Some commentators, such as Gerhard Schuhmacher, focus on the balance of tragic and comic aspects in the portrayal of Belshazzar (both in the libretto by Charles Jennens and in the musical features mobilized by Handel in setting it). Others, notably Ruth Smith, have assessed the portrayal's echoes of mid 18th-century English political struggles. By contrast, a third aspect, the exotic, has been barely considered.
Winton Dean surely points in the right direction when he notes that Jennens's libretto presents Belshazzar's court as "a riot of oriental colour-wives, concubines, astrologers, and all." Dean could have stated more explicitly that these images from the oratorio were and are recognized as "Oriental" because they are found also in such writings as the The coloratura passages (end of Ex. 3) provide a clear instance of what I described earlier with regard to the Full-Context Paradigm and melismas: the more or less generic up-and-down alternations take on specific associations because they are sung to the repeated word "wallowing." One thus easily imagines the "self-degraded" Belshazzar cavorting in mud, this way and that.
Equally vivid, and more plainly linked to then-prevailing images of the Middle East, is Handel's setting of the passage in act 2 in which the cruel, cowardly despot urges his courtiers to join him in drinking wine served in vessels that the Babylonian troops had stolen from King Solomon's great Temple. The words with which Belshazzar calls for more wine border on the blasphemous. The Babylonian king here imagines himself becoming godlike-not by virtuous behavior but by indulging to excess in fermented beverage:
Another bowl!-'tis gen'rous wine, Exalts the human to divine.
Handel's rising vocal scale on "Exalts the human to divine" (see Ex. 4) audibly mimics Belshazzar's claim of elevating himself to godhood. As for the phrase "Another bowl!"-set as a spirited arpeggiated drinking "call" 64 -Handel states it four times, each time echoed by the oboes as if to allow for imagined stage action: Belshazzar grabbing and swigging one cup after another. 65 And the melismatic passage (ultimately rising to a long-held G on "exalts") is one of those instances, discussed earlier, that, though not specific to the situation, is "read" in context as the natural culmination of the process by which a character reveals his or her merit (or lack of merit). Belshazzar here shows how caught up he is in drunken grandiosity (the tenor can feel free to fling out that high note) and how determined a foe to the (incipient) West and its religious traditions. This richly "visualized" and musicalized moment demonstrates concretely what Gobryas's aria has already, in words and music, described. The whole episode links Belshazzar to stereotypical images of Middle Eastern sultans enjoying a selfish life of opulence and pleasure and, at times, engaging in hostile acts against Europe and Europeans (or, here, proto-Europeans). 66 I wonder whether John Beard, the tenor who sang 64 Such arpeggiated phrases are found in various convivial songs of the era, such as (the opening of) John Blow's ' Tis Women Makes Us Love, performed by the Merry Companions on the Baltimore Consort's recording The Art of the Bawdy Song, Dorian CD 91055. This suggests that contemporaries would have found the music of Belshazzar's aria compatible with the words and situation (a drinking song).
65 Gerhard Schuhmacher comments on the "rising line which is plainly perceived [by the ear]" in this very passage as one instance of a portrayal "full of buffoonery" but does not mention the visual image created when (as noted above) the phrase "Another bowl!" is stated four times ("George Friedrich Händel, dramatisches Oratorium Belsazar: Eine Einführung," 5, in the booklet to the 1976 Nikolaus Harnoncourt recording, with Robert Tear, Teldec 6.35326-00-501). Schuhmacher also refers to the "tragikomisches Stammeln" (tragicomic stammering) of Belshazzar's wise men after the mysterious hand writes on the wall. 66 The Thousand and One Nights involve a number of tales of drunkenness and sexual debauchery. The valuable index of themes in the Nights by Nikita Elisséeff lists numerous instances of drunkenness, incest, couples caught in flagrante delicto, "pederasty" (Elisséeff finds six such instances), "feigned pederasty" (two instances), and drug- Str.
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Exoticism and Empire
One broad contextual consideration that I have only hinted at thus far is an essentially political one: how the West, in Rameau's and Handel's day, was coming to exert power over distant and different populations. Huascar and Belshazzar plainly portray the deficiencies of nonWestern regions and their leaders. They thereby suggest the essential rightness of European rule over, respectively, the New World (where France, at the time, held major profitable territories, notably in Canada, greater Louisiana, and the Caribbean) and "the East" (which, for En gland, meant first and foremost India). 68 To be sure, Huascar and Belshazzar may have been read at the time as metaphors of "the unjust leader" more generally. This point is made rather directly, with regard to Huascar, in the passages already cited from Les Indes and Fuzelier's preface. As for Belshazzar, the librettist, Charles Jennens, later reminisced in a letter to a friend that he had had a "farther aim" in proposing the Belshazzar libretto to Handel. Scholars reasonably surmise that Jennens was referring to his own confirmed opposition to the corrupt Whig government of the Hanoverian king, George II. ( Jennens wrote numerous brochures explicitly advocating the Non-Juror position, which envisioned bringing back the Stuartsthough not Catholicism.) 69 But this hidden endotic reading does not invalidate the surface-level exotic one. Jennens made his religio-political point precisely by engaging the available stereotypes of overprivileged, dissolute Eastern monarchs. In the process, he disseminated and (in conjunction with Handel's genius) reinforced those stereotypes.
It is perhaps ironic that, over the succeeding centuries, Jennens's political take on Belshazzar-as symbolizing the worst aspects of Whigdom-faded for audiences and commentators. Only in recent decades has it been patiently reconstructed by devoted scholars. By contrast, the reading of Belshazzar as a typically self-centered and selfindulgent Eastern ruler remains as potent as ever for performers and audiences, embodied as it is more or less directly in words and noteseven though those notes do not (as the "Exotic Style Only" Paradigm would require) sound "Eastern."
The Gypsy Carmen's Non-Gypsyish Lament
When we jump a century and a half, we leap over the years in which the (unofficial, never published) lexicon of identifiable exotic styles-alla turca, Scottish, Hungarian-Gypsy, Middle Eastern, and so on-was established. Bizet's Carmen therefore can include copious amounts of something that we did not find in the Handel and barely in the Rameau: music that "sounds like" that of the place being depicted. Spanish and Spanish-Gypsy (flamenco) traditions are notably evoked in five of Carmen's solo pieces from acts 1 and 2: the Habanera, her taunting "Tra-la-la" song, the Séguedille, the "Chanson bohème," and her wordless song and dance with castanets. Escamillo's Toreador Song (in act 2) and the entr'acte to act 4 are likewise amenable to an Exotic-Style Paradigm analysis. 70 The Full-Context Paradigm can encompass these seven numbers, of course (because it fully contains the Exotic-Style Paradigm), but also can help us notice others numbers in the work that, though not sounding Spanish or Gypsy, patently reinforce the portrayal of various (supposed) Spanish and Gypsy traits. A fascinating and underexamined instance is Carmen's soliloquy in the middle of the act 3 Card Trio.
It may seem risky to explore the meaning of style in any number that Carmen sings. Rather like Mozart's Don Giovanni, she shifts her musical style depending on the individual or group being addressed. Most notably, Carmen has mastered the art of echoing the Gounod-like lyrical-passionate manner of Don José. In Susan McClary's apt term, she "baits" him with it in the middle of the otherwise Spanish-sounding Séguedille. He takes the bait, repeating the melody and even oneupping her in vocal range. One number, though, the Card Trio, shows us Carmen without guile. Frasquita and Mercédès have just playfully told their fortunes with a deck of cards. Our heroine takes the deck, starts turning cards over, and is stunned by what they predict: death for herself and then for José. Her ensuing musical soliloquy, sometimes called the "Card Aria," has been discussed perhaps one tenth as frequently-and in one-tenth the level of detail-as the Habanera, no doubt precisely because it is devoid of Hispanic or Gypsy musical color. Yet the number, as various critics have noted (including Nietzsche and, in a detailed discussion, Adorno), gives voice to Carmen's deepest concerns through words and music. 72 Whereas so often Carmen performs for one person or a crowd-diegetically, as one says in the language of film criticism-this time she is alone with her thoughts. 73 The Card Aria resonates with a different stereotype than do Carmen's sexy, teasing, life-affirming numbers earlier in the opera. The stereo type here is of the Gypsy as superstitious and irrationaloppressed by fear of fate, as told by a deck of cards. 74 This is immediately apparent from the words: 507 rightly stresses Carmen's ability to pass as a Spaniard-to pretend not to be a Gypsy. In so doing, McClary is still, it seems to me, working within the Exotic-Style Paradigm (focusing on the exotic-Spanishness of certain numbers, though insightfully stressing that they are mostly without specific exotic-Gypsy coloration).
72 Hugo Daffner, Friedrich Nietzsches Randglossen zu Bizets Carmen (Regensburg: G. Bosse, [1912] ), 15, 53-55 (Nietzsche describes the aria's opening as "fatalistic music"; certain details are "abrasive yet pleasant" and "totally spooky"); and Theodor W. Adorno, "Fantasia sopra Carmen" (1955) Lesley Wright notes that the music, "with its repeated tones, minor modality, and low [-] pitched heavy brass chords, specifically the funereal trombones, evokes the mode of expression used by the oracles of death in French operatic history." 75 I would add that the vocal melody states a four-bar rhythmic pattern almost identically six times in a row and the beginning of a seventh-somewhat like a medieval talea-heedless of shifts in the melody's pitch content and swerves in the orchestra's harmony (Ex. 5). 76 The rigid rhythmic pattern derives its distinctiveness from three factors: 1) its almost total restriction to even eighth notes; 2) a striking incongruity between the uneven-length poetic lines and the music's regular four-bar pace; 77 and 3) the extending of the talea beyond the downbeat. 78 Bizet indicates that the aria should be performed simplement et très-également (simply and very evenly). For further instances of melodies that are clothed in durations of equal length for a line or two (but not 14!), see Friedrich Lippmann, Versificazione italiana e ritmo musicale: rapporti tra verso e musica nell'opera italiana dell'Ottocento (Naples: Liguori, 1986), 184. As for a verse meter that alternates between a long line and a short one, this was typical of many 19th-century ghazāl-inspired "Orientalist" poems, such as those by Goethe that were set by Schubert and Wolf and those by Théophile Gautier that were set by Félicien David (e.g., the latter's Sultan Mahmoud, 1845, alternating seven syllables and four).
78 A separate aspect of characterization: Bizet seizes the opportunity to add a sorrowful appoggiatura to several of the half-and full cadences, noticeably on the words "et ne menti ront pas."
79 In some 20th-century scores this was translated, a bit wanly, as semplice, ben misurato. requests that it proceed in a more or less unrelenting tread, without highly personal or spontaneous-sounding application of rubato. Bizet does mark numerous important changes in dynamics-across the whole range from pianissimo upwards-but these presumably are meant to occur in tension with the unyielding rhythm. Carmen, I conclude from this, is trapped by the implacable pulsing in her brain-by her belief that she is doomed-and struggles against it, unable to break from the confining fatalism of her (ultimately non-European, "primitive") culture. In the final minute or so of her aria, Carmen breaks briefly from the confines of her talea. She ascends to a fortissimo high F (I mean, a mezzo's high F). Bizet even allows her one measure of rhythmic freedom (he tells the orchestra to play colla voce). 81 During this passage of climax and release, Carmen actually runs out of new text to sing, because the librettists offered Bizet only six poetic couplets, not eight. 82 As a result, whereas the general rule in early to mid 19th-century operatic arias is for the character to recall previous lines and phrases only in the coda, Carmen already starts freely repeating the most recent words during the culminating measures of the aria tune proper. By repeating, to increasingly intense music, words that themselves involve the verb "repeat"-"la carte impitoyable répétera la mort "-Carmen seems to be coming under the hypnotic spell of that pitiless card of doom.
The Card Aria thus conveys ethnic or exotic characterization without ethnic or exotic style, in ways that the "All the Music in Full Context" Paradigm permits us to grasp and explore. I would go so far as to suggest that, paradoxical though it may seem, Carmen comes across in this aria as more deeply "a Gypsy" than in her patently Gypsy numbers earlier in the opera.
The Full-Context Paradigm, though, does not insist that Carmen is only a Gypsy, any more than the Exotic-Style Paradigm does. Musicodramatic scenes, as opera critics have long recognized, can operate on several levels at once, permitting "both/and" readings rather than a more constraining "either/or." The Gypsy Carmen staring at her cards of doom can serve simultaneously as a locus for empathetic identification by "us" (non-Gypsies and non-Spaniards). Bizet authority Hervé Lacombe has recently termed the effect of this aria "cathartic," by analogy 510 of act 2 and, dancelike by implication, her "tra-la-la" song in act 1), for outpourings of romantic yearning, or, as David Rosen has noted, for somewhat blandly consolatory choruses of handmaidens ("Meter and Testosterone," 194-200, 208-9). Nonetheless, other funeral marches in triple meter are found in the repertoire, including one for chorus and orchestra by Brahms ("Denn alles Fleisch es ist wie Gras," from Ein deutsches Requiem, 1866-68) and one for piano by Shostakovich (Prelude in E-flat Minor, op. 34, no. 14, 1932-33). Those who still are uncomfortable thinking of funeral marches in triple meter may prefer to call such pieces "dirges."
81 This was standardized as poco rit. in some scores. 82 More accurately, the librettists did provide a seventh couplet that Bizet declined to set, though it continued to appear in certain published librettos up to the late 20th century. See Wright, "Profiles in Courage," 66-67, and Carmen: Georges Bizet, English National Opera Guide series 13, ed. Nicholas John (New York: Riverrun, 1982), 107. The couplet (which, in any case, does not totally match the verse meter of the previous six) has Carmen minimizing everything she has just said ("Qu'importe!") and leads the way for her to join Frasquita and Mercédès in their jolly refrain. Instead, Bizet, of course, decided to keep Carmen set apart, murmuring "La mort, toujours la mort!" and even "Désespoir!" locke with ancient tragedy. "For an instant, the performance . . . , when it reaches this point of tragic experience, binds the spectator to, and then releases him [or her] from, the anguish of death." 83 Even Susan McClary, who helpfully stresses the core tension of supposed "civilized" and "Gypsy" values elsewhere in this work, concludes that Carmen, by making no use of "her characteristic gypsy discourse" in this aria, shows herself to possess " 'universal' subjectivity," to be "just like everyone else." 84 But, of course, Carmen is primarily, in this aria as elsewhere, presented as not being "just like everyone else." Many of us in the audience, I suspect, find ourselves able to empathize readily with this searing portrayal of a person facing her own death sentence precisely because we know that the singer up there on stage is (within the context of the plot and costumes) one of "those Gypsies": superstitious creatures who react passively to Fate (as we more rational beings supposedly do not). We thus may permit ourselves to recognize the deep human truths in Carmen's song instead of resisting them as we might have had she looked just a bit more like us and behaved more the way we (think we) do. And all of this is achieved precisely through-though the Exotic-Style Paradigm would find this puzzling-the avoidance of musical Gypsyisms or Hispanicisms.
Anti-Imperialism in Madama Butterfly?
Empire-already a significant factor in the era of Rameau and Handel-became, in the 19th and early 20th centuries, one of the most powerful forces (for good and ill) in world history. Britain, France, and Russia expanded their territorial reach, as did smaller players such as Belgium (in the Congo), Italy (a failed venture in Ethiopia in 1896), and, increasingly, the United States.
The question of empire may lead us back to the near-definitive instance of an exotic work (discussed briefly in the first half of this article): Madama Butterfly. Does Cio-Cio-San's fragility turn her into an exotic victim-and, more specifically, a victim of imperialism-and thereby turn all Asian women as well into victims? Susan McClary, frankly troubled by this possibility, has postulated a reading that might show how this opera, despite much evidence to the contrary, "empowers women and condemns imperialism." But, she adds, "I have difficulty imagining that Puccini in 1904 had this kind of cultural critique in mind as he penned his score." 85 McClary even halfway dismisses her own proposed reading as "politically correct"-and good mainly for bolstering the career of an upwardly mobile academic. 86 McClary's first instinct is more solid than she suspects. "Devastating attacks on patriarchy and imperialism" (her phrase) are clearly what Puccini and his librettists had in mind-in part. 87 Certain portions of Madama Butterfly dramatize effectively the principle of respecting the worth and potential of a person whose cultural situation is very different from one's own. 88 Still, Madama Butterfly is complex and contradictory. McClary's ensuing doubt is fully justified by facets of the work that have long deserved closer attention. Three ensembles show how diversely and inconsistently Puccini and his librettists portrayed Japan, its then-unfamiliar people and customs, and its new and often fraught relationship to the imperial West. (It was scarcely 50 years earlier-in 1853-that Commodore Perry and his four gunboats had "opened" Japan to the West.) All three ensembles carry out their vivid portrayals with little or no use of the copious musical markers of Japan found elsewhere in the score and therefore have been ignored, or found puzzling, by the Exotic-Style Paradigm.
The initial appearance of Butterfly and her friends in act 1 is visually spectacular. 89 Dozens of kimonos and "brightly colored parasols" move gracefully up the hill to attend the wedding ceremony in Butterfly's garden. 90 The music is harmonically rich (including augmented triads) and ripely orchestrated. But it is not at all Asian-sounding. This has led the scholar-conductor Julian Smith to comment that "exoticism is [suddenly] discarded" here. " [In] what in theory one might have ex-512 pected to be the exotic opportunity par excellence, . . . Japan is forgotten for a moment." 91 Quite the contrary, the "exotic opportunity par excellence" is fully exploited in this magical moment. As the "All the Music in Full Context" Paradigm makes clear, exoticism-that is, representation of an exotic land and its people-does not require the presence of exotic-sounding musical style. The librettists and Puccini here produce-even without Japanese musical motifs-an unsurpassed scopic and aural emphasis on Oriental (East Asian) feminine beauty and grace. This occurs at the level both of the group and-as the voice of the "happiest girl in Japan" soars above-of the individual (Ex. 6). The moment could be regarded as the most oppressive in the work-the most quintessentially Orientalist, in the denigratory sense. All Asian womanhood, practically, is here reduced to a vision of loveliness, as if frozen in time, for the delectation of the Western gazer.
Viewed another way, though, this idyllic scene of young Japanese women also quivers with what William Ashbrook has called "bitter irony." It begins immediately after Pinkerton's triumphant words (and music) that announce to Sharpless his plan to marry one day "a true American wife." 92 The sequence of musicalized events-Pinkerton's heartless vow, Butterfly's floating entrance and graceful landing-castigates Pinkerton's selfishness and hypocrisy. By extension, it also castigates the imperial system that has brought Pinkerton to this distant land with dollars enough in his pocket to turn matters to his own advantage.
By contrast, the ensemble that follows cannot remotely be read as engaging in a critique of imperialism. Butterfly's wedding guests look Pinkerton over and make various admiring or skeptical comments to each other, either at the same time or in canon. The resulting verbal gabble puts the audience in somewhat the same position as Pinkerton, who has already made various jokes about the incomprehensibility of the local customs. 93 The overload of instant opinions from this diverse Japanese throng is echoed in the harmonic language, which several example 6. Puccini, Madama Butterfly (1904-6), Act 1: blissful arrival of "the happiest girl in Japan" and her friends locke times engages in unusual levels of dissonance, e.g. three full measures built on an 11th-chord (Ex. 7). It might seem odd of Puccini to use the most advanced (i.e. Debussyan) harmonic tools to describe a supposedly backward Eastern society. But the 11th-chord-in this particular context-results from the rather mechanical process of a gradual pileup. (The "processional" melody is stated several times at increasingly higher pitch levels over a static open fifth in the low instruments.) The device thus works superbly, suggesting a race of automatons who are unable to react to a newcomer with anything other than superficial conventionality and jealous lies. (The first sopranos and the Cousin: "[Goro] also offered him to me, but I answered, 'I don't want him!' ") This scene also lays the groundwork for an even more negatively skewed ensemble, only minutes later. The rigidly traditional Bonze (a Buddhist priest) enters, cursing Cio-Cio-San for having abandoned her people's religion. Wehaving been well prepared-accept as natural the guests' unanimous alignment with the intolerant Bonze. They move toward where he is standing on the stage and, following his example, "stretch out their arms" and curse the 15-year-old in music whose use of the tritone is harshly dissonant-hence threatening-though not Japanese in style. 94 The last ensemble in the work is as empathetic with Cio-Cio-San and her people as the "wedding guests" ensemble was condescending. It also amounts to a ruefully realistic commentary on the imperial stance of many American soldiers, businessmen, and diplomats toward the exotic peoples-as they clearly often viewed them-whose territories they were increasingly entering and, with diverse intents, attempting to exploit. In this remarkable trio, the American consul Sharpless pleads with Cio-Cio-San's maid Suzuki to persuade Cio-Cio-San to give up her child to the "motherly care" of Pinkerton's American wife Kate in order to "safeguard the child's future." Meanwhile, Pinkerton wanders around the little house, commenting on what he is reencountering after an absence of three years: flowers, the bedroom, a statue of the Buddha, a photograph of Pinkerton himself. 96 The three characters' words, if one merely reads them in the libretto, suggest a discussion between the baritone and mezzo, with Pinkerton muttering asides and (as the stage directions indicate) "becoming more and more agitated." Suzuki twice expresses her horror to Sharpless: "And you want me to ask a mother to. . . ." (She cannot bring herself to utter the obvious last words.)
The music enacts a very different scenario, reflecting (but, I would argue, not identifying with) the power relations of imperialism. Through out the 30 slow (largo) measures of the trio, the orchestra plays a quietly surging and ever-unfurling melody. 97 Sharpless and Pinkerton take turns doubling the orchestra's melody. Beginning softly and dolce, they gradually build to an immense climax, at which the tenor holds a four-beat-long high B . The baritone finally joins him on his own equally intense high F. It is not Pinkerton but Suzuki who is, throughout most of the trio, reduced to muttering. Her protesting words, mostly set as recitative-like interjections, seem to bounce ineffectually off the seamless wall of male legato singing (Ex. 8).
The whole number is underpinned by a striding bass line that is often doubled by Sharpless when Pinkerton (as in most of Ex. 8) takes the main melody. Indeed, Pinkerton and Sharpless could easily perform their parts (without Suzuki) as a satisfying duet. Suzuki gives the effect of trying to get their attention while the men, focusing on their respective intense feelings, sing away. 98 Sharpless's words are, in his warrants it." 99 The stage direction at the end of this trio is eloquent: Suzuki, still resisting Sharpless's instruction that she go talk with Kate Pinkerton in the garden, has to be "thrust" (spinta) there by him. The historically determined powerlessness of the non-Western, exotic Other is vividly realized in this trio-without any exotic sounds-and in the peremptory shove from Sharpless that ends it. * * * The various musicodramatic portrayals examined above, by Rameau, Handel, Bizet, and Puccini, are quite different from those that the same composers tended to create for European characters. In particular, numerous Handel works embody the Western/non-Western dichotomy by contrasting a decadent monarch or military leader from the Middle East or India with a more principled one associated with ancient Greece or Rome or with Judaeo-Christian tradition. Typical examples, worth exploring in detail, include the contrasting pair Argante and Godefroy de Bouillon-the surly woman-chasing Muslim king versus the upstanding Crusader knight-in Rinaldo, 1711; Poro, king of India, driven by amorous jealousy, versus the more self-controlled Alexander the Great, in Poro, re dell'Indie, 1731; and our drunken friend Belshazzar versus yet another patent stand-in for the West, Cyrus of Persia (who, conveniently and in defiance of both history and the Old Testament, accepts Jehovah as Lord at the oratorio's end). 100 The musicodramatic portrayals examined here have given us welcome occasion to expand our toolkit for dealing with representation of the exotic Other, allowing us to consider the whole range of musical styles and procedures, as well as verbal, dramatic, and other features. The same is surely true of thousands more such exotic works: first-class ones and ones that are (as we say when all else fails) historically interesting.
By broadening our approach, we move away from a narrow (if often productive) search for necessary-and-sufficient musical signifiers, embodied in the pitches, rhythms, and instrumental colors of the score alone. Instead, we recognize how extensively music has participated, for centuries now, in what literary critics and cultural historians call the "representation" of the non-Western world and of other peoples on the margins of metropolitan consciousness. Participated, that is, by engaging all of music's possible tools-such as state-of-the-art harmonic language and imaginative manipulation of phrase structure-and by allying itself with other arts: sung words (or movement titles in certain instrumental pieces), dramatic action, dance, and so on.
Numerous scholars and commentators writing on specific operasnot just the few mentioned here-have anticipated some aspects of the "All the Music in Full Context" Paradigm. But none of them, to my knowledge, has stated her or his working principles explicitly, systematically, or (in a sense) theoretically. We need to link those studies of individual works to each other, consider their various implications, carry out their arguments in greater detail, and test them against yet other instances of exotic portrayal per musica whose ways of representing the exotic have hardly been examined at all.
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ABSTRACT
Most previous writings on musical exoticism reflect the unspoken assumption that a work is perceived by the listener as exotic only if it incorporates distinctively foreign or otherwise highly unusual elements of musical style. This "Exotic Style Only" Paradigm often proves revelatory, especially for purely instrumental works. In operas and other musicodramatic works set in exotic locales, by contrast, music is heard within a narrative "frame" that shapes the listener's response. Yet the existing literature on "the exotic in music" tends to restrict its attention to those few scenes or passages (in such works) that "sound non-Western." It also tends to leave unmentioned the many Baroque-era operas and dramatic oratorios that focus on despicable Eastern tyrants.
The present article proposes an "All the Music in Full Context" Paradigm to help make sense of a variety of exotic portrayals that are strikingly diverse in message and means: 1) Les Indes galantes (Rameau's application of standard musico-rhetorical devices to manipulative and anti-colonialist speeches by the Peruvian leader Huascar); 2) Belshazzar (Handel's vivid musical setting of the passage in which the cruel, cowardly Eastern despot seeks oblivion in drink); 3) Bizet's Carmen (the locke Card Scene, which is notably free of Hispanic or other local color yet, through rigidly recurring devices in voice and orchestra, indelibly limns Carmen's Gypsy fatalism); and 4) three prominent dramatic moments, two of them rarely discussed, in Puccini's Madama Butterfly. In each case, the full range of artistic components-including musical devices that lie within or outside the traditional exotic vocabulary-enriches our understanding of how diversely, powerfully, sometimes disturbingly the exoticizing process can function in genres that combine music with dramatic representation.
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